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Text: 
    Mrs Alison Harvey does her shopping at the supermarket on Saturdays. She has to buy 
food for her husband, her two children and the family cat. 
She goes there by car. The supermarket is not very far from 
her house. It is a big blue building on the right side of the 
avenue. There is a car park next to the supermarket. 

    Mrs Harvey buys some vegetables, fruit and meat there, 
but she prefers buying lemonade, eggs and milk in a small 
shop near her house. Mrs Harvey is a good cook. She 
always prepares delicious dishes and she likes that. 

Task One: 
 A/ I read the text then answer the following questions. (03Pts) 

        -Where does Mrs Harvey do her shopping? 

        -How many children does she have? 

       -Has she got a pet? 

B/ I write “True” or “False”. I correct the wrong statement. (02Pts) 

        -The supermarket is on the left side of the avenue. 

        -Mrs Harvey doesn’t buy milk in the supermarket. 

        -There is a shoe shop near the supermarket. 

        -Mrs Harvey likes cooking. 

C/ I help Mike choose the correct word. (02Pts)                       

   Today, my mother is going to buy ...........She is going to ............. 

more than £50. Meat is very .......................So, she is going to buy  
................... . 
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Task Two: 

  A/ I complete the following table with four (04) words from the text.  (02Pts)      

- Countable     -Uncountable 

  -.......................... 
  -................................ 

  -.................................. 
  -................................... 

B/ I correct the underlined mistakes and write the corrected passage on my answer 
sheet. (02.5Pts) 

      -Mrs Harvey is going to prepare couscous. He  needs any fresh vegetables, but she 
doesn’t needs some meat because she is going to cok it with chicken. 

C/ I reorder the following words to get correct sentences. (01.5Pts) 

      -meat/ much/? / is/How 

     -eggs/in/are/fridge/./ There/any/not/the 

     -right/greengrocer/on/side/The/is/the/near/./butcher 

D/ I pick out from the text four (4) words with the following sounds. (02Pts)         

              -/l/              -/Ϯ/ 

-.................................. 
-............................... 

-......................................... 
-......................................... 

 

Task Three: (06Pts) 
   Your English friend is asking you about shopping in Algeria. Write him/her an email in 
which you give information about shopping malls, supermarkets and traditional shops. 
Answer the following questions to help you. 

    -Where do you go shopping? 

    -Do you go shopping alone, with friends or with your parents? 

    -What do you like buying?  

                                                                                                      

 

 

                                                                     

                                                                                                                                                       Good Luck kids 
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                                                 Exam report (corrigé) 

Task One: 

 A/ I read the text then answer the following questions. (03Pts) 

        -She does her shopping at the supermarket. 

        -She has three children. 

       - Yes, she has. 

B/ I write “True” or “False”.I Correct the wrong statement. (02Pts) 

        -The supermarket is on the left side of the avenue. False 

                 -It is on the right side of the avenue. 

        -Mrs Harvey doesn’t buy milk in the supermarket. True 

        -There is a shoe shop near the supermarket. False 

               -There is a car park near the supermarket. 

        -Mrs Harvey likes cooking. True 

C/ I help Mike choose the correct word. (02Pts)                       

   Today, my mother is going to buy food. She is going to spend 

more than £50. Meat is very expensive. So, she is going to buy chicken . 

Task Two: 

  A/ I complete the following table with four (04) words from the text.  (02Pts)      

- Countable     -Uncountable 

  -Vegetables 
  -Eggs 

  -meat -milk 
  lemonade   

B/ I correct the underlined mistakes and write the corrected passage on my answer 

sheet. (02.5Pts) 

      -Mrs Harvey is going to prepare couscous. She needs some fresh vegetables, but she 

doesn’t need any meat because she is going to cook it with chicken. 

C/ I reorder the following words to get correct sentences. (01.5Pts) 
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      -How much is meat? 

     -There are not any eggs in the fridge. 

     -The greengrocer is on the right side near the butcher. 

D/ I pick out from the text words with the following sounds. (02Pts)         

              /l/              -/Ϯ/ 

-Alison- family –blue-
lemonade-delicious likes 
 

-children- building –vegetables- milk 
Small –always. 

 

Task Three: (06Pts) 

-Criteria Indicators- The learner: 

 
1-Relevance 
 
 
 
 
2-Use of correct linguistic 
tools/ consistency 
 
 
 
 
 
3-Coherence 
 
 
 
 
4- Cross-curricular 
competencies 
 

 
5-Values 

 
 

-Can write n email about shopping in Algeria. 
 
 
-can use mechanics of writing. 
-Can use the present simple tense- prepositions 
of location. 
 
-Can use vocabulary related to clothes –malls 
…….ect. 
 
 
 
 
-can use logical organization of ideas. 
-can use meaningful sentences 
-can use appropriate linking words. 
 
 
-Can demonstrate autonomy. 
 
 
-Being responsible.  
-Valuing shopping. 
-Bing proud. 
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6-Excelance 

 

-His work is well prepared and well presented. 
-His production shows creativity. 

                                 


